
Researchers around the world are racing to develop a vaccine against Covid-19.
Vaccines normally require years of testing but scientists are hoping to develop a vaccine 
within 12 to 18 months so we can all return to our normal lives without the fear of catching 
or spreading the virus.

BUT, the race is on, not only because of the life-saving benefits but also for the glory of the 
country that finds it first. 

AmAmerica is calling it ‘Operation Warp Speed’ making it sound very futuristic and fast; China 
is pouring lots of money into it hoping to find it before anyone else and Russia think they 
may have found a vaccine, although this still needs to be proved with more testing. 

Meanwhile, here in this country, Oxford have started slowly testing their vaccines with 
success but know they have lots more tests to go through before they can say they have 
found a vaccine. 

II talked to some of the groups participating in the Regrowth project to see how we could 
include this global race, and someone said it was like the old story of the hare and the 
tortoise.

TThe speedy hare was always bragging about how fast he is, and the other woodland 
creatures were a bit fed up, so the slow and steady tortoise challenged him to a race. They 
set off and the hare was so confident that he would win that he had a nap along the way 
and woke up to find (to everyone’s delight) that the tortoise was just crossing the finishing 
line. The moral of the story is that it isn’t always about being the fastest, especially if you 
cut corners or be over confident because sometimes slow and steady may be a better 
way of achieving your goals.

ItIt doesn’t matter who wins, the vaccine is the most important goal and we will all benefit 
from the hard work of the scientists, so let us include a global hare and tortoise race in our 
woodland.
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You will need: 2 pieces of paper preferably water-colour or 
good cartridge paper, pencil, rubber, ruler, paints and small paint 
brushes

Find a round shape the size of the 
large plastic soup pot or  a large 
Sellotape reel. It needs to be a 
reasonable size to be able to paint 
in detail.

The mad-scientist tortoise - Van Gogh style
(This is the second to last activity for the woodland, if there is too much for one week you 
could spread it over two weeks)

Vincent Van Gogh had a lovely and recognisable style of painting with swirls of brush 
strokes and colour. Van Gogh was not well known during his lifetime but now his work is 
some of the most valuable art in the whole world! 

Place it on your paper towards the 
left edge and draw half way 
around. Then make a dot halfway 
between the ends but slightly to the 
right. 



Join the two ends with a slightly 
curved line using the dot as a 
guide. 
Then draw a smaller line parallel 
to it that sticks up a little above 
the half circle 

 this is for a collar and tie.

AtAt the top of the collar, draw a 
little line across and then down 
to the end of the half circle. 

At the bottom of the collar draw 
a short line slanting down going 
across into the shell. 

TTake the line straight up to meet 
the end of the half circle and 
erase the original line now inside 
the collar
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For the neck, mark 
where you think it 
should go, just 
inside the ends of 
the collar.

Draw a large curve 
going up, then along, 
then down and 
around for the shape 
of the head.

Then draw two 
lines coming out of 
the collar, the 
bottom one longer 
than the top.
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From the bottom neck 
line draw a very short 
line going up  then curve 
it down and around to 
meet the head. 

Draw a large eye 
with a big pupil, 
an eye brow and a 
little nostril

Draw a back-to-front 
C under the collar for 
the tie knot



We will only draw one arm 
because of the side view, his 
other arm is hidden behind 
the shell. 
Draw two parallel lines from Draw two parallel lines from 
under the tie knot slightly 
curving up Then draw a thumb 
on the top line.

DrawDraw a line from the base of 
the thumb, first of all going 
straight then curve it up 
around and down. 

Join it up with the lower line 
of the arm. The hand looks a 
bit like a fingerless glove.

ForFor the legs draw a curved 
line like a large back to front 
C from the very corner of the 
shell 
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At the end of the curve take a 
line down to the ground and 
draw a line for the bottom of 
the foot 

Draw a second line above the first 
line keeping it the same shape and 
then end it with another back to 
front C for the toes to join to the 
bottom of the foot. 

Take a ruler and lay it under the foot to draw a guide-line for the 
second foot.
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Draw two lines coming 
down from the back 
end of the shell, the 
inside line longer than 
the other. 

Now draw a knee by 
following the shape 
of the other line, 
rounding it off for 
his toes

Now draw a lovely 
big C shape that 
sits on the ground 
guide-line

Draw the rest of his tie close to 
his chest and under the arm. 

Colour his tie and the eye black 
with your fine-liner. 

YYou can draw a pattern on the 
shell in pencil, I have done some 
squares getting smaller 
towards the top of the shell but 
you can make your own pattern.
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Put your tortoise to one side while we quickly draw a test tube 
for our scientist on the second piece of paper. We will make this 
large with lots of Van Gogh swirls so that when it is scaled down 
it will almost look magical.

Use your round 
shape again and 
almost draw a 
circle with the top 
missing.

Join the top and 
bottom of these 
lines 

Draw two lines 
straight up from the 
gap. Above these but 
slightly wider, draw 
two short lines for the 
sides of the top of the 
tube. 
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Looking at Vincent Van Gogh’s Starry 
night picture, draw some swirls in the 
base of the tube with a wobbly crooked 
line showing the liquid moving about as 
the tortoise runs and bubbles going up 
the tube and out into the air

I used blue, black, yellow and orange 
but you can use any colours.

Paint around the swirls in the liquid 
in the base of the tube. 

Then with the same paint and a small 
paint brush, make little Van Gogh 
brush-strokes in the swirls. 
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I then used little 
brush-strokes in black 
and orange building it 
up but leaving a little 
bit of white showing 
through. 

Please photograph both 
paintings and send to me at 
regrowthartwork@gmail.com 
I will digitally place your test 
tube in your tortoise’s hand 
and enter him in the race! 

Paint the tortoise in a 
similar way but leave 
his collar white. I 
suggest the head arm 
and legs are painted 
in one colour rather 
than with brush marks 
toto stop it looking too 
busy.


